An American flag and a wooden peace sign, held aloft by Moratorium demonstrators, are shown against the Civil War Memorial Arch near Bushnell Park.

**10,000 March to Park For Moratorium Rally**

More than 10,000 people attended a rally in Bushnell Park Wednesday to protest the war in Vietnam. Crowds of the demonstrators marched from the University of Hartford, over three miles away. The march and rally were generall peaceful and arrests were reported by the Hartford police force.

The estimated six thousand marchers were sheltered by over 100 city police officers, including Armbrust. The marshals tried to keep marchers within a lane which the city officials planned for the demonstration.

More than a hundred students from St. Joseph College, Hartford Seminary, Hartford College for Women and other area schools joined those who started from the University as they passed Woodland Avenue.

The line of marchers headed to a final - aid station, walked five abreast for most of the route. Marchers frequently asked marchers to keep to the right and keep together, but they were unable to stop many demonstrators from overfloving onto the sidewalk as they entered Hartford's downtown area.

Most of the speakers at the rally spoke for only a few minutes and their remarks were generally seconded in loss. College Chaplain Alan Tull just asked that "In justice, in love, in the name of God, let us go out and make peace.

Stephan Miceli, another Trinity faculty member, gave the longest address, calling on those assembled to say no to the war. He praised those who resisted the war and The Selective Service System by going to Canada or staying within the Army, by "going underground," or by applying for conscientious objector status. "We are not going to put up with this goddamn war any longer."

Wilber Smith, a Hartford mayorial candidate, and a member of the faculty, gave the strongest statement against the war. He stressed the damage done to "our soul and our destructive power in the world."

Other speakers called the protest "a very important occasion for all the people participating to continue their anti-war efforts."

There was little evidence during the march of anti-moratorium sentiment which had been shown by counter demonstrations in some cities. Several by-standers jeered the marchers and a car with a sign reading "Fascists support war" passed the demonstrators.

College students were joined at the Bushnell rally, by both older men and women and hundreds of high school students. Several area high schools reported that more than half their students were absent Wednesday. Bulkeley HS, reported that two-thirds of its students were away from school. At some high schools students used the day for discussions of U.S. war policy.

**Grape Strike Leader Calls Pentagon Purchases the 'Roadblock to Success'**

Cesar Chavez, leader of the California grape pickers strike was in Hartford Monday to bolster the protest at the University of Connecticut.

Chavez, recuperating from acute back problems, is starting a national tour this week in a campaign, "Expensive Thanks Giving."

On Monday morning, Chavez held a press conference and rally. In response to charges that the Farm Bureau Association Inc. had a reply press conference.

Chavez said that the national boycott of table grapes is started to form the U.F.W.O.C. maintenance the Chavez's United Farm Workers Organizing Committee, is representing only 5% of the California grape pickers, and that the rest do not join, because they are happy with their wages and the living conditions.

Chavez who comes from a family of migratory harvesters, started to form the U.F.W.O.C. in 1962. The A.F.L-CIO has incorporated the committee and has supposed it with heavy monetary grants since the strike began in 1965.

Chavez won national attention for supporting the boycott, but complained of Defense Department grape purchases at the "roadblock to success for the boycott. Chavez maintains that Pentagon grape orders have increased 50% this year.

Chavez was followed by a group of pickets from the John Birch Society, who unfurled a banner with the words: "Why are Churches supporting Communists? Chavez has said that although wages and living conditions were once the central issue, he was now seeking curbs on the "nasty" which he said limited the average grape pickers earnings to 70 cents an hour. Chavez has been compared with Martin King and Ghandi because of his non-violent approach, said the underlying issue was the "re-sentment of the grape growers of California to recognize the human being. Chavez also showed the federal government for turning its back on the impression of cheap Mexican labor by the growers.

Although the Federal Food and Drug Administration has stated that the pesticide level is below human tolerance Chavez said that this agency, like the rest of the federal structure, was influenced by the farmers' lobby. But the best financed lobby in this country."

Chavez also thanked the Connecticut Farm Bureau Association Inc. for their hospitality while in Hartford. Chavez is thankful for men like (Continued on Page 8)

**Concert Choir**

Trinity's new Concert Choir will be heard in its first formal concert on the Saturday of Parents weekend. 7th at 8:15 in the chapel. The choir will be joined by instrumentalists from the Trinity/Hart music program.
vietnam is communism's war

To the Editor:

It is important for all concerned Americans, whether they be academic or non-academic communities, to understand the true nature and purpose of the student's rights. For, in the November “peace marches” called by the Draft Information Center (D.I.C.) to protest the Vietnam war, one must understand the fundamental issue.

First, who is Dave Dellinger? A self-appointed “leader” for an institutional stance on the draft becomes imperative. Is President Richardson like it? It is dangerous, because it jeopardizes the institution’s claim to those same rights. It is a violation of the student’s rights.

Certainly the TCC does not represent the community, but why not let it serve as an interim all-College Assembly until a better one can be established. The TCC is not the proper channel for presenting proposals to the student body, as the laws and administrative procedures upon which the Selective Service System rests do not apply to the College as an institution, they are the object of an Institutional position.

Although there are many concerned people, including a few atheists who do not believe in Christian or Jewish or other religions, there are FOR WARS OF AGGRESSION WAGED BY THE COMMUNIST ALL OVER THE WORLD. These leaders defend the Soviet invasion of Hungary. They are the Red slaughter of Polish workers at Poznan; they have told the people of Czechoslovakia, and they have told and supported and Communism the aggressive war in Vietnam. We repress; the leaders are not FOR WARS WAGED BY THE COMMUNITY. The only war they are against is any action taken to defend people and nations from aggression. If the cynical leaders were in fact against aggression they would demonstrate against the Soviet Union, they would demonstrate against Vienna; they would demonstrate at the Soviet Embassy against the Soviet occupation of Czechoslovakia by Soviet troops; they would demonstrate against the Red Army, while at the same time they demonstrate against the aggressive war in Vietnam. We have requested that they do one, and not the other, is proof that the entire “marxist-leninist” and “anti-imperialist” and “anti-capitalist,” and “socialist,” and “revolutionary,” and “working-class,” and “peasants,” and “communist” and “anti-mperialist” movement has a positive contribution to the day of the U.S. “imperialists,” that the TCC supports the President’s stand.

The Dellinger demonstrations are NOT surrounded by theikes and do not have the squalor and stench associated with the Vietnam war. They are in a different area of the American scene; they have been in an area in the last month (September) the North Vietnamese dictatorship (that is a fact according to his own conscience and intellect) would not be violated.

An individual student could still choose to resist or enlist. Such a policy would affect the College only as an institution, and would in no way tamper with the freedom of its members.

If we consider the possibility of another Hersey Directive to get an institutional stance on the draft becomes imperative. Is President Richardson again suggesting that a college cannot take a stand against so striking a violation of the student’s rights?

President Richardson’s over-zealous defense of the individual’s rights in violation of the institutional claim to those same rights. And when an institution cannot act freely, nor can it function.

The President’s actions during the past few weeks have been in polar vacillations by the students of Trinity College. Printing facilities are funded by the students of Trinity College. Printing facilities are $8.50 per year. Second class postage paid at Hartford, Connecticut.
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Peace Marchers
Welcome

Richard Markowitz
A graduate school
with real teeth.

Set your sights on this: The computer industry is only fifteen years old and already there is 15 billion dollars worth of computer equipment in use.

By 1975, that will double, producing substantial new computer benefits for business and the community. And creating more than 500,000 new computer-related jobs.

Honeywell can prepare you for this bright future. You'll be able to apply computer technology to your chosen field. Or you can make a promising career as a computer specialist.

We have the only program that's exclusively for college graduates. And because we make computer equipment, we're particularly well-qualified to teach you what computers are all about.

Classes are held in Wellesley, Massachusetts, beginning every January, June and September.

This could be your big chance. Pounce on it. Send the coupon.

The Other Computer Company:

Honeywell
SLIM'S PICKINGS

Last week was a week for upset, and it seems that the Syndicate and I picked the wrong upset, or at least the wrong way. We both went for 6, and are now both 20 for 20, the tie continues.

The surprise team in the country this year has to be LSU. As you recall, I picked them to win their first game, but in previous weeks my opponents have been following this lead. To date they have only one loss, a narrow 54-53 loss to Perm State.

I'm not sure if LSU feels they could make it two in a row, against Northwestern, Wisconsin or Wisconsin's own Badgers, but in previous weeks my opponents have been following this lead. To date they have only one loss, a narrow 54-53 loss to Perm State.

The Wisconsin victory gives the loss leadership to New Mexico, with the Wildcats offense will blow them off the field, Kansas State 38-14. LSU 21-6.

The remaining four games in the country are perhaps the four hardest to pick for any week. The computer nearly blew a gasket and all results depend on hundreds of factors.

On the surface, UCLA California may look like an easy game, but if the results of past years are any indication, predicting an outcome is a guessing game. The sun is shining down, the bear is out for his winter's nap, but UCLA has a good offer for GOLDEN bears, other bruin varieties will do well. UCLA 10-0-0.

I haven't picked against the Irish all year, but in all honesty, if they drop a game, USC had a close call last week, so I don't feel bad about it. USC 14-10.

When the Wolverines and the Spartans meet, there is certainly to be trouble. This one is really too close to call tightly, and I'll go for Michigan, because they are the team while MU was losing, Michigan 15-11.

And in a special request pick, Connecticut fans will defend Muskegon. What makes this game different is that it's the only thing about neither team. The fact that the Connecticut fans are going to make no difference should make no allies.

OFO 36-37.

CHAVEZ
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